Media Brief
Eaton to Demonstrate Power Management Solutions at HPE Discover 2017
June 5, 2017 … Eaton today announced its participation in HPE Discover, the global
conference hosted by Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE), taking place June 5-8 in Las Vegas. A
bronze sponsor of the event, Eaton (booth 269) will showcase its full line of power management
solutions that help information technology (IT) professionals organize, protect and manage their
HPE infrastructure.
As an HPE Silver Technology partner and Composable Infrastructure partner, Eaton provides
robust power protection that integrates easily with HPE products to deliver business continuity
across hybrid cloud infrastructures. This includes providing intelligent, integrated and scalable
solutions designed to organize, protect and manage HPE integrated systems, servers, storage,
network and software solutions. Eaton’s power management solutions include its Intelligent
Power Manager™ software, which integrates with HPE OneView and leading hypervisors,
including VMware, Microsoft and OpenStack, to give IT professionals the ability to manage and
mitigate power-related issues and maintain business continuity in HPE environments.
In booth 269 at HPE Discover, attendees can demonstrate Eaton’s IPM software as well as its
full lineup of power management solutions, including:
•

ePDU G3 Rack Mounted Power Distribution Units (PDUs): Providing best-in-class
power distribution to IT equipment with in a rack, Eaton’s ePDU G3 PDUs help simplify
installation, enhance operation and improve control over HPE environments.

•

RS Enclosure: With a flexible design and customizable mounting options for a broad
array of devices, the RS Enclosure features tool-less mounting options, cable
management solutions and enhanced physical security.

•

5P Tower Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS): Eaton’s 5P UPS delivers reliable
backup power with an efficiency rating of up to 99 percent, a graphical LCD display and
more available power than comparable UPSs.

The 2017 HPE Discover Conference in Las Vegas brings together thousands of technology
professionals from around the world for three days of inspiration, learning and networking. To
register and learn more about HPE Discover, visit HPE.com/events/discover.
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To learn more about Eaton’s power quality products and solutions, visit
Eaton.com/powerquality.
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